It is well known that every transcendental Hurwitz entire function and every transcendental integer valued entire function must be at least of exponential order, type 1 and log 2 respectively, which are the best possible values. (Example: ƒ(z) -e z , g(z) = 2\) Various improvements on these facts have been studied to a considerable extent. It is the purpose of this note to establish the precise dividing line for the growth of these entire functions below which one finds only polynomials. is a polynomial.
3. Two points Hurwitz entire function. Both authors have considered entire functions all of whose higher derivatives are integral valued at several integral points. While the results are satisfactory as far as the minimal order of such transcendental functions is concerned, we have been able to determine so far the minimal type only in the case of two points. In the particular case in which the functions are Hurwitz entire functions at two consecutive integers, say z= 0 and z-l (i.e., entire function ƒ(z) for which ƒ (n) (s) = integer at JS = 0, 1; n~0, 1, 2, • • • )» much of the analysis to prove Theorems 1 and 2 can be carried out to give sharper results on their rate of growth. THEOREM 
Let cj>(r) and \f/(r) be as in Theorem 1. Then there exists a nondenumerahle set of transcendental Hurwitz entire functions at 0 and 1 for which M(r) <<fr(r(r + l)) +\f/(r) for r>R where R depends only on ${r).
Thus, if Af(r) ^</>(r(r-1)) for r>r 0 then |a n | <1 and hence a n = 0 for w>Wo. This means that ƒ(z) is a polynomial. PROOF OF COROLLARY 2. Consequence of Theorems 5 and 6 with asymptotic expansion (1).
5. Remarks. 1. While Theorems 1 and 2 give the exact dividing line between the denumerable and nondenumerable sets of Hurwitz entire functions, the similar dividing line for the integer valued entire functions is still unsettled.
2. In view of Corollary 2, we see that there remains the question of the best constant -l^c<l so that all transcendental Hurwitz entire functions at 0 and 1 must satisfy M(r) >exp(r 2 +cr+o(r)) for arbitrarily large r.
3. We can recapture the precision attained in the one point case if we modify the region in which we maximize \f(z)\, by replacing the circle \z\ -r by a lemniscate 12(2?-1)| =r 2 . Thus we have 
